
Tommy this and Tommy that 

The Harper government, according to an article in last Friday’s Globe and Mail, is giving the 
military a role in citizenship ceremonies. Servicemen or women, preferably with Afghan service, 
are to be seated on the platform with other dignitaries and may offer brief remarks. This is 
intended to underline to every new Canadian the rights and responsibilities that come with 
citizenship and, as many new Canadians come from parts of the world where soldiers are 
oppressors, to make the rather obvious point that Canada is different. 

This seems uncontroversial. But the Globe and Mail article sought a comment from Michael 
Fellman, a professor emeritus of history at Simon Fraser University and a student of the 
American Civil War, who claimed the government scheme was part of a gradual militarization of 
Canadian culture under the Conservatives. “The Tories are in a long-range campaign to change 
Canadian values and make them more conservative.... It’s an attempt to imbue new citizens 
with awareness of the military, and the military means a whole host of other things, sacrifice for 
freedom and all that stuff and it rallies people around these very chauvinistic values. It’s not the 
Canada I prefer to think about.”  

“All that stuff.” Values like sacrifice, freedom, resisting aggression. To Fellman, those values 
equal chauvinism, and chauvinism is just another name for Toryism. 

If this was only the spouting of one foolish retired academic, no one would care. But the Globe 
and Mail article produced a quite extraordinary volume of comments from the newspaper’s 
online readership. Much of it was the predictable vitriolic attacks on Stephen Harper. But despite 
increasing public support for the Canadian Forces, marked by re-naming of highways, red 
Fridays, and increased defence budgets, there were clearly many who think like Fellman and 
who remain deeply suspicious of the military and how they see the government positioning it at 
home and employing it abroad. 

One commentator among literally hundreds with similar views tartly observed that “Harper is 
trying REALLY hard to Americanise this culture. The military are now a professional volunteer 
arm of Canadian foreign policy....It's not about Canada's welfare, it's about the US and Nato.” 
Another writer observed that “Placing soldiers on the ceremonial stage is a crass display of 
military puffery,...” while a third mused balefully about  “unbridled harperialist rightard 
propaganda ... possibly to paper over the military's highly botched operations in Libya.” It was 
all, wrote one, “The militarization of everyday life. Hmmm. A favourite tactic of fascist 
governments the world over.”  Stephen Harper’s secret agenda revealed at last. 

Somehow, one might believe that the Canadian Forces was omnipresent in this nation’s daily 
life. Those huge bases in every city pouring uniformed men and women onto the streets to cow 
the citizenry. In fact, Ottawa and Edmonton are the only large cities that have any military 
presence to speak of, the military years ago making the huge error of hiding its troops away in 
far off camps in Cold Lake, Bagotville, Gagetown, and Petawawa. On university campuses, the 
Canadian Officers Training Corps closed down more than forty years ago, and cadet corps long 
ago disappeared from high schools while those run by militia units have been disarmed for fear 
Canada’s youth might be seen as child soldiers. And the tiny Canadian Forces—all 65,000 
under-equipped regulars, do not really pose much of a threat to Professor Fellman’s values. 

But Canada’s military heritage does include “sacrifice for freedom and all that stuff,” those things 
at which Fellman sneers. Some 45,000 Canadians died in the war against Hitler and Nazism so 



that all of us, including university professors, can be free to say what we choose when we 
choose to say it, no matter how silly. Without their sacrifice for, yes, freedom, Fellman would 
have grown up speaking German. 

But it has ever been so. In peacetime, soldiers are routinely scorned. Rudyard Kipling’s 
“Tommy” captured this more than a century ago: “O it's Tommy this, an' Tommy that, an' 
"Tommy, go away"; But it's ``Thank you, Mister Atkins,'' when the band begins to play...” We all 
hope that after Afghanistan and Libya, the band won’t begin to play for a long time. But if it 
does, Professor Fellman can expect that Canada’s Tommies will be there to protect his 
freedom. 
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